

































* 1 Ií国語国文~ 49 -8 (1980年8月)
キ2汲古書院、 1996年 11月刊
ホ3宮内庁書陵部蔵





























事 7寛永 10年 11月12日の条。
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* 1 橋本不美男・井上宗雄・福田秀一『和歌文学研究~ 13(1962年)
* 2 小高道子・坂内泰子・翻刻『中京大学教養論叢~ 42 -2 (2001年)
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3 綴じ: 和綴の袋綴。































































































































































































































Hirosuke Hino・SukeshigeHino and the volume 9 of 
"Sendai-Gobinran" owned by Kyoto University 
Key Words: 
the 17th century 
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Sendai-Gobinran 
the Edo period 
Mari YANASE(AKAMATSU) 
Waka (c1assical Japanese poetry) by the Edo aristocracy 
" Sendai-Gobinranぺaninformative collection of books on Waka of Hino family， are at present possesed partly 
by Kunai-cho Shoryobu (the Imperial Household Agency， Document Section)， and part1y by the Literature Department 
of Kyoto University. The volume 9 of the collection is also narI1ed "Ko Chunagon Sukeshige Kyo Zakki (a 
Memorandum of a Nobleman， late Chunagon Sukeshige). This is Sukeshige' s memorandum of what was accumulated 
in Hino family and of what was passed down onto him from his father， Hirosuke Hino. 
Here， inthis bulletin， the following two points are aimed; 
1 To decipher the volume 9， and 
2 To examine the contents of his memorandum. 
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